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Abstract

A conceptual clustering method is proposed for discovering high level concepts of numerical
attribute values from databases. The method considers both frequency and value distributions
of data, thus is able to discover relevant concepts from numerical attributes. The discov-
ered knowledge can be used for representing data semantically and for providing approximate
answers when exact ones are not available.

Our knowledge discovery approach is to partition the data set of one or more attributes
into clusters that minimize the relaxation error. An algorithm is developed which finds the
best binary partition in O(n) time and generates a concept hierarchy in O(n2) time where n
is the number of distinct values of the attribute. The effectiveness of our clustering method is
demonstrated by applying it to a large transportation database for approximate query answer-
ing.

Key words: approximate query answering, type abstraction hierarchy, conceptual clustering,
discretization, data summarization, knowledge discovery in databases.

1 Introduction

Knowledge discovered from databases can be used to abstract the data into high level concepts.
The discovered concept, or abstraction, usually implies a certain context, thus providing more
information than the raw data. As a result, the abstraction can be used to characterize databases
and process queries intelligently [6, 3]. In particular, abstraction can be used to derive approximate
answers - when the objects requested by a query are not available, the query conditions can
be relaxed to their corresponding abstraction where "neighborhood objects" can be found and
returned as the approximate answers.

For clustering objects into "neighborhoods," two groups of methods can be used: statistical
clustering and numerical taxonomy [12, 1, 7, 17], and conceptual clustering [15, 10, 14]. In sta-
tistical clustering and numerical taxonomy, most similarity metrics are defined between pairs of
objects. Objects are pair-wise clustered in a bottom up manner until all objects are in a single
cluster. In Conceptual clustering, the "goodness measures" are usually defined for the overall
partitioning of objects instead of for pairs of objects. Clustering methods are designed that max-
imize the goodness measure. For approximate query answering [3, 5], the goal is to minimizes
the relaxation error of the approximate answers where the relaxation error is defined based on
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the overall partitioning of objects. This is closer to the similarity metrics in conceptual clustering
methods.

Most current conceptual clustering systems use exact match when comparing two attribute
values. That is, the values are categorical and can only be equal or not equal. These systems
only consider frequency distribution of data because they are concerned with the grouping of
values rather than the values themselves. Such clustering, however, is inadequate for providing
approximate answers as illustrated in the following example.

Consider two dusters Ca = {0,100} and C2 = {0, 1}. (71 and C2 are equivalent based on fre=
quency distribution alone because they both have two distinct values. For representing abstraction,
however, they are very different because the values in C2 are much closer to each other than those
in CI. That is, C2 defines a much coherent abstraction than CI does. Therefore, for discovering
abstraction, a clustering method must consider both the frequency and the value distributions of
data. In this paper, we propose a Distribution Sensitive Clustering (DISC) method that considers
both the frequency and the value distributions in discovering high level concepts from data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After a brief discussion of prior related work,
we develop the notion of relaxation error as a quality measure for clusters. Then we present the
DISC algorithm for generating concept hierarchies called Type Abstraction Hierarchies (TAH)
for a single attribute as well as multiple attributes that minimize the relaxation error. Next, we
present application of TAH for providing approximate query answers. Finally, we compare the
performance of the TAH generated by DISC with the traditional index tree for approximate query
answering.

2 Related Work

Prior work in discretization aims at decreasing cardinality of data by maximizing/minimizing
certain heuristic measures. A commonly used measure is the information entropy [16]. It can be
shown that the entropy is maximum when the data is partitioned most evenly. (We call this the
ME m~thod [2, 18].) However, no semantic meaning is attached to the resultant dusters because
the discretization is concerned with the frequency distribution rather than the value distribution
in the duster. Therefore, the ME method is not suitable for abstracting numerical data.

COBWEB [8], a conceptual clustering system, uses category utility (CU) [9] as a quality mea-
sure to classify the objects described by a set of attributes into a classification tree. Formally, for
a partition from a dass C to m mutually exclusive classes C1, ..., Cm, the category utility (CU) is
defined as the increase in the average class goodness1. That is,

CU(Ca,...,Cm) ~=’ P( Ck)G(Ck) - G(C) (1)
m

where P(Ck) is the occurrence probability of Ck in C, and G(Ck) and G(C) are the goodness
functions for Ck and C, respectively. That is,

P(x?)2 (2)
sea x~ex~

v(c)= (3)
aEAz~EXa

where A is the set of all the attributes, and X~ and Xs are the distinct values of attribute a in
Ck and C respectively.

1COBWEB does not use the term goodness. We use it for ease of presentation.
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COBWEB cannot be used for abstracting numerical data because it only deals with categor-
ical data. Moreover, its classification tree serves as the database for the instances and requires
a large storage space. Furthermore, matching of objects with existing classes is time-consuming.
For providing approximate answers, we want to build a classification tree in addition to the orig-
inal database. The tree can be viewed as an index, thus making efficient storage and retrieval
important.

3 Relaxation Error - A Goodness Measure for Clustering Nu=
merical Values

To deal with numerical values, we need to generalize category utility. To simplify our presentation,
let us consider the single-attribute case. For a class C = {xl, ..., x,,}, (3) reduces 

i=1
(4)

where zi is the i-th distinct attribute value and P(xi) is the occurring probability of xi in C.
Consider the following experiment. The class C in (4) is represented by an urn with balls,

each of them representing an attribute value. The number of balls equals the occurring frequency
of the corresponding value. We randomly draw two balls from the urn with replacement. If the
two balls have the same value, we score 1. Otherwise, we score 0. If we do this experiments a
large number of times, the expected score we have will be G(C). Let s(xi, xj) be the score for the
drawn values z~ and zj, then s(xi, xj) = 1 if xi = zj and 0 otherwise. Thus, (4) becomes

Eq~uation (5) cannot serve as a quality measure for numerical values as illustrated in the
following. Consider the two clusters C1 - {0,100} and C2 = {0,1} as mentioned in section 1.
According to (5), C1 is as good as (?2: G(C1) -- G(C2) 0.5. In tuitively, th is is unsatisfying
because the values in C2 are much closer to each other than those in C1. As a result, a label such
as small can be attached to (?2 but not to C1.

In order for (5) to be a goodness measure for numerical values, we need to change the scor-
ing rule. Let S(xi, zj) - 1 - ~ where A is the maximum difference between two values.~

S(xi, zj) = 1 if xi = zj. S(zi, xj) decreases when [xi - xjl increases. And S(xi, xj) = 0 when
[zi - xj[ = A. Replacing s(zi, zj) by S(xi, xj) in (5), we have

i=1 j=l

After rearrangement by noticing Y]~=I Y]~jn=I P(z~)P(zj) = 1, we have

i=l j=l

2The same scoring rule is independently proposed in [11] for matching two numerical values.
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Let us define the relaxation error of C, denoted by RE(C), as the normalized expected difference
between any two values in C. Formally,

Thus,
G(C) = 1- RE(C). (S)

Using the new goodness measure for the above example where A = 100, we have G(C1) 0. 5
and G(C2) 0.995. Clearly, C2is better tha n C1.

From the standpoint of query relaxation, let us define the relaxation error of xi, RE(xi), as
the average difference from xi to xj, j=l,...,n. Formally,

where P(xj) is the occurring probability of zj in C. RE(xi) can be used to measure the quality
of an approximate answer where xi in a query is relaxed to xj, j=l,...,n. Summing RE(xi) over
all values xl in C, we have

RE(C) = F_, e(xORE(xO. (10)
i=1

Thus, RE(C) is the expected error of relaxing any value in C.
To express the category utility in terms of the relaxation error, we substitute (8) into (1):

cu = E~=l e(ck)[1 - RE(Ck)]- [1 - RE(C)]
m

"" RE(C)- ~_,~=1P(C~)RE(Ck)= (11)
m

From (11) notice that RE(C) is a constant for a given C, so CU is maximum (i.e., the best
partition) when the term ~=1 P(Ck)RE(Ck) (i.e., the average relaxation error of the partition
from C to C1,..., C,n) is minimum. Thus in the next section, we shall develop the DISC algorithm
that minimizes the relaxation error of the partition.

4 The DISC Algorithm

We shall now present the DISC algorithm for clustering numerical values that minimizes the
relaxation error. We start from one cluster consisting of all the values of an attribute, and then we
find "cuts"z to recursively partition the duster. The partitioning is terminated when the number
of distinct values in the resultant cluster is less than a pre-specified threshold.

Given a duster with n distinct values, the number of partitions to examine is exponential with
respect to n. To reduce computation complexity, we shall only develop binary cut algorithm which
partitions a duster into two sub-clusters. The clustering algorithm DISC is given in Table 1.

SA cut c is a value that separates a cluster of numbers {zla < z < b} into two sub-clusters {z[a < x < c} and

{xlc < z < b}.
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Algorithm DISC(C)
if the number of distinct values in C < T, return/* T is a threshold */
call BinaryCut(C) to find the best cut, cut, for C such that relaxation error is minimized
partition values in C based on cut
let the resultant sub-dusters be C1 and 6’2

call DISC(C1) and DISC(C2)

Algorithm BinaryCut(C)
/* input cluster C = {xl, ..., z,~} */

for h = 1 to n -1/* evaluate each cut */
Let P be the partition with dusters C1 - {Zl, ..., Xh} and C2 - {Xh+l, ...,x,~}
compute relaxation error RE(P) for P
if RE(P) < MinRE then

MinRE = RE(P), cut - h/* the best cut */
Return cut as the best cut

Table 1: The algorithms DISC and BinaryCut

4.1 Computation Complexity of DISC

Let us consider the time complexity of computing the relaxation error of a cluster. Let n be the
number of distinct values in C, fi be the frequency of the value xi, and N be the total number of
values in C which equals ~=1 f~. Based on [13], equation (7) can be transformed 

2 n-1
RE(C) = .-~ ~_, F(h)(N- F(h))(Xh+l (12)

h--1
m

where F(h) is the accumulated frequency ~h=x f~. Note that in (12), both frequency and value
distributions are considered - RE(C) equals the sum over all gaps (the value distribution) weighted
by the accumulated frequencies on both sides of each gap (the frequency distribution).

Using (12), RE(C) can be computed in O(n) time. Such computation is executed n - 1 times
in the algorithm BinaryCut, thus the overall time complexity of BinaryCut is O(n2).

only attribute values that changes membership from C1 to C2

previou~~nt cut

CI C1 ~] C2 I

Figure 1: Membership change

Further improvement of BinaryCut is possible by the following observation. For each iteration
in BinaryCut, only a single value changes its membership from one sub-cluster to another (see
Figure 1). In general, for a duster C = {x,,, ..., xv}, only two cases of membership change can
happen: (1) C is changed to t ={xu, .. ., xv +l} where a new value xv+l la rger th an any existing
values is inserted and (2) C is changed to C" = (X~+l,..., xv} where an old value x,, smaller than
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Algorithm BinaryCut(C)
/* The input is C - {Xl, ..., xn}. N --- ~=1 fi. */
/* Initially, C1 is empty and C2 - C. Each iteration moves xh from C2 to C1 */

Initialization:
T = N1 - S = O, N2 = N, MinRE = BiggestNumber
W n-I [N Zh), S’ n-I

= - - = ~,h=l F(h)[N - F(h)l(Xh+l F(h)l(xh+l
for h=l to n - 1 do/* evaluate each possible cut h */

T = T + Nl(xh - Zh-1) /* Xh changes membership from C2 to C1 */
S=S+fhT
N1 - Nl-k fh
RE(CO = 2S/:V 
S’ = S’ - A W
g2--N2-fh

W - W -- N2(Zh+l -- Zh)
RE(C2)= 2S’/NI
aveRE = RE(CO + RE(C 
if AveRE < MinRE then

MinRE = AveRE, cut = h/* remember the best cut */
Return cut as the best cut.

Table 2: Improved BinaryCut algorithm

any existing values is deleted. Since the modification to the partition resulting from these changes
is only limited to one member, we shall derive equations for computing RE(C’) and RE(C")
recursively from RE(C).

Based on equation (12), for the cluster ~, we have

1/

RE(C’) = IN + fv+l] 2 ~ F(h)[N + fv+l -- F(h)l(xh+l - Xh).
h=u

where N = ~=~, fh. After manipulation, we have

2
RE(C’) = {$(v) fv+l[T(v) + N(x,+l - x~)]}

IN + /,,+1]2 (13)

- = ~-,h=u F(h)(Zh+l - Xh). Note that~-,h=~, F(h)[N - F(h)](zh+l zh) and 
v-1where S(v) = v-1

(13) can be computed in constant time for a given S(v) and T(v). From the definitions of S(v)
and T(v), we observe

T(v+ 1) = T(v)+ N(x~+l-x~) (14)

S(v+ 1)= S(v)+ fv+lT(v+ l) (15)

Substituting (14) and (15) into (13), we RE(C’) = 2S( v 1)/[N+ fv+l] 2.

Similar to (13), we obtain

2
RE(C")- [N- fd 2[s’(~) - AW(u)] (16)
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where S’(u) ~-a
F-,h=~, F(h)[N- F(h)](zh+a zh) W(u)v-a- - - ~,h=u[N - F(h)](xh+a - zh). Similar

to (14) and (15), we 
s’(~ + 1) = s’(.) - f~,w(u) (17)

w(. + 1) = w(~)- (N - f,,)(~,,+l (is)
And RE(C") = 2S’(u 1)/IN - f~ ,]2.

Based on equations (14), (15), (17), and (18), the improved algorithm for BinaryCut 
in Table 2.

For each iteration in the improved BinaryCut, we can now calculate the relaxation error of the
partition in constant time. Since there are n- 1 iterations, the loop takes O(n) time to complete.
Because initializing the variables W and S~ also takes O(n) time, the time complexity of BinaryCut
is therefore linear. Since the algorithm DISC calls BinaryCut at most n - 1 times, the worst case
time complexity of DISC is O(n2).

5 Application to Approximate Query Answering

We shall now use an example to show how the concept hierarchies generated by DISC, called the
Type Abstraction Hierarchy (TAH), can be used for providing approximate answers.

TAH for SQUARE-IVEET TAIl for WEIGHT

.032

first relaxation

~eond relaxation

Figure 2: TAHs for SQUARE-FEET and WEIGHT generated by DISC from a transportation
database. Higher nodes have higher relaxation errors.

Example. Consider the query "find a cargo with size 300 square feet and weight 740 kg."
The corresponding SQL query is

select CARGO-ID
from CARGOS
where SQUARE-FEET = 300 and WEIGHT = 740.

The query conditions are too specific; no answers are found for the query. To obtain approximate
answers, the query is modified by relaxing cargo size and weight according to the TAHs for
SQUARE-FEET and WEIGHT (see Figure 2). (These TAHs are generated by DISC from 
transportation database for the CARGOS relation.) As a result, the query is modified to

select CARGO-ID
from CARGOS
where 294 < SQUARE-FEET < 300 and 737 _< WEIGHT < 741.
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The modified query is submitted to the database and the following cargo is returned:

CARGO-ID SQUARE-FEET WEIGHT
10 296 740

The quality of the answer can be measured by equation (9). From the CARGOS relation, We obtain
~(SQUARE-FEET) = 32 and A(WEIGHT) = 39. Thus, RE(SQUARE-FEET = 300) = 
and RE(WEIGHT = 740) = 0. Assuming the two attributes SQUARE-FEET and WEIGHT
are equally important, then the quality of the answer can be measure by the sum of individual
relaxation errors, which equals 0.125.

If more answers are needed, the conditions can be further relaxed by moving one more step up
the TAHs:

select CARGO-ID
from CARGOS
where 294 _< SQUARE-FEET _< 306 and 737 < WEIGHT _< 749.

The following four cargos are returned for this query:

CARGO-ID SQUARE-FEET WEIGHT
10 296 740
21 301 737
30 304 746
44 306 745

For the above answer, RE(SQUARE-FEET = 300) = 0.117 and RE(WEIGHT = 740) = 0.090
with a sum of 0.207. This answer yields more relaxation error than the previous one because the
values deviate more from those of the requested cargo.

Thus from the above example, we see that the TAHs generated by DISC can be used for
relaxing query conditions to obtain "neighborhood answers" and their quality measure when the
reques’~ed answer is not available.

6 Multi-dimensional Type Abstraction Hierarchy (MTAH)

In many applications, abstraction needs to be characterized by multiple attributes, e.g., nearness of
geographical locations. Given two locations represented by longitudes and latitudes, they are near
to each other only if their longitudes and latitudes are close to each other. To cluster objects of
multiple attributes, DISC can be extended to M-DISC (Table 3). The generated multi-dimensional
TAHs are called MTAHs. The algorithm DISC is a special case of M-DISC and TAH is a special
case of MTAH.

MTAHs can be used to modify queries for providing approximate answers as shown in section
5. They can also be used as "semantic indices" where each internal node of an MTAH stores an
attribute name and a cut value, and the leaf nodes contain pointers to physical data blocks. To
locate an object, the query conditions are compared to the cuts of the nodes: if they are less than
or equal to the cut, then the comparison continues to the left child, otherwise it continues to the
right. When a leaf node is reached, the stored pointer is used to retrieve the object. If the object
is not available in the database, a traversal up the MTAH enlarges the "neighborhood" of the
requested object. The best n objects covered in this neighborhood can then be returned as the
approximate answers where n is a threshold.
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Algorithm M-DISC(C)
if the number of values in C < T, return/* T is a threshold */
for each dimension d

call BinaryCut(C) to find the best cut 
compute relaxation error reduction ARE based on h
if ARE > MaxReduction then/* remember the best cut */

MaxReduction = ARE, BestDimension = d, cut = h
partition C based on cut of the dimension BestDimension
let the resultant sub-dusters be C1 and C2

call M-DISC(C1) and M-DISC(C2)

Table 3: Multi-dimensional DISC algorithm

the nurut 3 IocatloM neighborhood of the query object
In the nelshborhood

target location¯ 37"28 ~~ (ions,lat) ~

¯ ¯ m --

II,.w

[E, Bo,*.,,. I

31.72 /
8.1 9.27 11.4 target locationLongitude Oong,lat)

Figure 3: A map of cities in Tunisia and its corresponding MTAH generated by M-DISC

For example, Figure 3 shows a simplified map of Tunisia and the corresponding MTAH gener-
ated by M-DISC. The MTAH can provide the neighborhood region of the target location (long, l at).
In this case, Monastir is the city in the smallest neighborhood (10.23 < long < 11.4,34.72 < lat <
37.28) of the target location. The next larger neighborhood (8.1 long < 11.4, 34 .72 < fa t <
37.28) includes 4 more cities: Bizerte, Djedeida, Tunis, and Saminjah (shown in the shaded region
in Figure 3).

Also shown in Figure 3 are the relaxation errors at each node of the MTAH, RE(C), which are
computed from equation (7). Note that the relaxation error of a region increases as the dispersion
of objects in that region increases. For example, the cities in region 1 (RE(C1) .359) are more
dispersed than those in region 3 (RE(C3) .145).
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7 Performance Comparison of DISC with ME

7.1 Single Attribute

Empirical results based on a large transportation database show that clusters discovered by DISC
have less relaxation error than those by the Maximum Entropy method (ME). It can be shown
that only when the data distribution is symmetrical at the median, then the ME method and
DISC perform equally well:
Theorem. Let D and M be the optimal binary cuts by DISC and ME respectively. If the
distribution of data is symmetrical at the median, then D = M (i.e., the cuts determined by DISC
and ME are the same).

Outline of the proof. The best binary cut determined by the ME method is at the median
of the distribution since the resulting partition is the most even. Since the category utility CU is
a function of the cut, the best cut c determined by DISC can be found by solving the equation
CUl(c) - 0. For symmetrical distributions, the best cut is at the median. Therefore, ME and
DISC find the same binary cut. (For a formal proof, the interested readers shall refer to [4].)

For skewed distributions, which holds for most data in the transportation database, DISC
performs better than ME. Empirical results show that the performance improvement of DISC over
ME increases as the skewness increases [4].

7.2 Multiple Attributes

In addition to the relaxation error, we shall introduce two additional performance measures, ac-
curacy of the answer and e~ciency of the retrieval 4, to compare the performance of DISC with
ME:

retrieved relevant answers
accuracy of the answer =

all relevant answers
retrieved relevant answers

efficiency of the retrieval =
° all retrieved answers

where "all relevant answers" are the best n answers determined by exhaustive search. In general,
there is a trade-off between the two measures: the higher the accuracy of the answer, the lower
the efficiency of the retrieval.

We generate an MTAH and an ME tree ~ based on attributes Longitudes and Latitudes of 972
geographical locations from a transportation database. We generate 500 queries with the form:
"find the n locations nearest to (long, lat)" where n is randomly selected from 1 to 20, and long and
lat are generated based on the distributions of Longitudes and Latitudes from the location relation
in the database. To answer the query using the MTAH or the ME tree, we first locate the most
specific node in the tree that "covers" n~ locations where n~ :> n. Then we compute the n~ distances
to (long, lat) and use them to select the nearest n locations (see Figure 3). The accuracy, efficiency,
and the average distance from the best n answers to the target location (long, lat), averaged over
the 500 queries, are shown in Table 4. Notice that the answers provided by the MTAH not only
are closer to the target location, but also are more accurate and efficient than those of the ME
tree. Further, the MTAH is far more efficient than the exhaustive search, yet provides answers
very close to those generated by the exhaustive search.

~These measures are known as recall and precision in Information Retrieval.
5Since the classification tree generated by the ME method is balanced, it can be viewed as an efficient index.
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MTAH ME-Tree Exhaustive Search
accuracy 0.7 0.45 1.0
efficiency 0.41 0.29 0.011

ave distance (miles) 55.2 70.4 49

Table 4: Comparison of the MTAH and the ME tree

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a Distribution Sensitive Clustering method (DISC) for numerical at-
tribute values. For an attribute of n distinct values, DISC finds the best binary partition in
O(n) time and generates a Type Abstraction Hierarchy (TAH) in O(n~) time. To demonstrate
the efficiency of DISC, we have used DISC to generate TAHs for a large transportation database
which consists of 94 relations, the largest one of which has 12 attributes and 195,598 tuples. DISC
generates all the numerical TAHs in less than one hour of processing time on a Sun Sparc 10
Workstation.

The generated TAHs are used in the Cooperative Database System (CoBase) [5] at UCLA for
providing approximate answers. The approximate query answers derived from TAHs are empiri-
cally evaluated in terms of accuracy, efficiency, and relaxation error. We show that the approximate
query answers derived from the TAH generated by DISC are better than those derived from an
index tree generated by the Maxmum Entropy method.
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